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In recent years there has been widespread interest in the solvability of non- 
linear Fredholm operator equations, i.e., operator equation of the form 
4u = Lu + N(u) = f, (1) 
where L is a linear Fredholm map, N is a compact map, and L and N map 
Banach spaces X into Y. 
-4 considerable amount of this work has been concerned with showing that the 
map d is surjective (see [I, 2, 61). In particular, in [3] an entire range of growth 
estimates on N are given which ensure the surjectivity of A. 
Alternatively, beginning with a paper of Landesman and Lazer [4], there has 
been much work done on equations where (1) is solvable only for a certain range 
of values of P,,f where PO is the projection off on the cokernel of L. Here N is 
assumed to have less than linear growth (see, e.g., [5-g]). 
In [lo] Ambrosetti and Prodi obtained a strikingly different type of result, 
Studying a particular nonlinear Dirichlet problem with a one-dimensional kernel, 
they were able to show that the associated operator equation AU = f divides Y 
into three connected components F, , Fl , and F2 such that Fl is the image of the 
singular set of A of codimension 1 in Y and Au = f has zero, one, or two 
solutions depending on whether f lies in F, , Fl , or F, , respectively. These sets 
can be explicitly described, as shown in [11, 121. Furthermore, this result was 
reformulated in abstract terms and extended to more general cases in [13], where 
as before, Y is divided into three sets F,, , Fl , and F3 , which can be egplicitly 
described and with the property that for f  in F, , Fl , or F2 , Au = f has no 
solutions, at least one solution, or at least two solutions, respectively. 
In this paper, we will study the nonlinear equation (1) with the hypothesis 
(H.1) lim,,, [N(llu)/R] = n(u), where .n is a map of X into Y not 
identically zero and the convergence is uniform on bounded sets in X. 
Our main results are contained in Section 1. On the one hand, we obtain in 
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Theorem 1 a surjectivity result closely related to those of [l-3], and extending 
those results to include the case of operators with positive index. 
On the other hand, Theorem 2 is a further extension of the results of [IO, 131, 
again yielding the alternatives of there being no solutions, at least one solution, 
or at least two solutions. 
Roughly speaking, we show that results of the first kind are obtained when n 
is odd or almost odd and of the second kind when n is even or almost even. 
In Section 2 we give an application to a nonlinear boundary value problem and 
in Section 3 to ordinary differential equations. 
1 
Here X and Y are Banach spaces and L and N map X into Y. We study the 
equation 
Au ===Lu+N(u) =o. (2) 
Let L be a linear Fredholm map. Then since KerL is finite dimensional and 
Range L is closed of finite codimension in Y, it is well known that X and Y admit 
direct sum decompositions X = KerL @ X, , and Y = Y, @ Y1 , where 
Y1 = L(X,). Furthermore L lx,: X, -+ Yr is a linear homeomorphism with 
bounded inverse L-k Yl -j X, . 
Using the above decompositions we will denote any element x in X by the 
direct sum 31’ = a . N,, + x1 , where a E P, xr, = (x,,r ,..., x,,J is a fixed basis for 
Ker L of unit vectors, a . x0 = urx,, + ‘.. + unxsn , and zcr E X, . We denote 
an element y  in Y by y  = P,y + P,y where PO and PI are the projections of Y 
onto Y, and Y1 , respectively. 
Let N be a compact continuous map satisfying (H.l). Note that if N satisfies 
(H.l) so does 
m) = W) + g(u) + f  where f  is a constant and 
II &>ll G co + II 24 IP9 O<S<l. 
In the sequel we will be denoting the dimension of KerL by n and that of 
CokerL by m, assuming n and m are both nonzero. Then Au = 0 is equivalent to 
the equation B(a . x0 + x1) = 0 where B: X+ X, x R” is defined by 
B(a . x0 + x1) = (x1 + L-‘PIi+ . x0 + xl), P,N(a . x0 + xl)) (3) 
and by fixing a basis in Y, PJT(a . x0 + x1) is regarded as an element of Rjn. 
Let D = {a . 3c, + x,: / a 1 + 119 I/ < I> with 1 j some fixed norm in R”. Let 
fR and f  be mappings of D into X, x Rm given by 
&(a . x0 + xl) = B(Ra . x0 + RxJR (4) 
f(a . x0 + .q) = (Xl + L-lP&z . x0 + x,), PO?+2 . x0 + Xl)). (5) 
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Clearly every solution of Bu = 0 corresponds to a solution w E D off&) = 0 
for some R sufficiently large, and conversely. By (H.l) fR(w) -+f(w) uniformly 
for w E D and thus f  (w) is a continuous function. 
Our goal is to study the map A through knowledge of its asymptotic properties. 
To that end we assume: 
(H.2) a satisfies a Lipschitz condition )I n(x) - n(y>i\ < k [I s -3~ \I for 
some K sufficiently small to be specified; 
(H.3) 11 P&a . xJ~ > 6 for some positive b and all a with 1 a ! = 1. 
Then denoting 3D by S, we have 
LEMXLA 1. Assuming (H.2) alzd (H.3), for K sz.$Z~ztEy snzall, i(x) f  Ofor alI 
s E S. Ifz jkt llf(x)l[ > c for sonze constant c > 0 and all .r E S. 
Proof P&a u x0) is continupus and therefore uniformly continuous on the 
compact set j a 1 < 1. Thus by (H.3) there exists 6 > 0 and b’ > 0 such that 
for I- 6 < a < 1 
/I P&a . xJ[i 3 6’ > 0. 
Now by (5),f(x) = 0 ’ IS e q uivaient to the two equations 
(6j 
Suppose (7) holds on S. Then since (H.l) implies that fz(O) = 0, using (H.2) 
we have 
where c1 = IIiYP, 11. Choose k so that 
(a) Kc, < 6. 
Thus since / a 1 > 1 - 6, by (5) j/ P,,fz(u . x0)\\ > B’. Now pick K so that in 
addition 
Then 
(b) EC, (1 I’,, jj < b’. 
I! PO+ . x0 + 4 - PO+ . Lvojll < k !I PO II . II x1 I/ < @cl . Ii PO II, (IO) 
and since R”c, /j PO jj < 6’, /I P&a r. + xX)\1 # 0 so that f(x) # 0 on S. The 
second statement follows from the first and the fact thatf(rc) is of the form J + C 
with C compact. 
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In applications P&x0) often satisfies an inequality of the form 
In this case (b) is satisfied if for some 0 < 6 < 1, 
(a) hc, < 6 
and 
(4 k II PO II/b < (1 - w 
since in that case K2c1 II PO 11 < kS /j PO II < b(l - 8) 6 infl,+,iitl-s /I Pon(xo)jl. 
LetF(x) be the mapping of X into X1 x R” defined as 
F(u . x0 + x1) = (Xl ) Pon(a . x0)). (11) 
LEMMA4 2. (i) f(x) and F(x) are homot@c as mappings of S into 
Xl x R” - {O}. 
ti9 fW @zd fR( 9 3 aye homotopic as mappings of S into Xl x Rnz - (01, 
provided R is su@Gntly large. 
Proof of (i). C onsider the homotopy H(x, t) mapping S x [O, l] ---f X, x 
R* - (0) given by 
ff(a x0 + Xl 7 t) = (x1 + tL-lP,n(a . x0 + x1), Pon(a . x0 + 02,)). 
We claim that if k satisfies (a) and (b), II + 0 on S x [0, I]. This is easily seen 
since if the first component of H is zero, using the same argument as in (9), 
and so (10) becomes 
11 PO@ . x, + tq) - P&a . x0)/[ < tW”c, 11 PO [[ 
< tw 
by (b) so that 
II PI& . x0 + Wll 5 0. 
Proof of (ii). Since fR + f uniformly and 11 f(x)11 > 0 on S, for R sufficiently 
large, 11 fR(x)/ > 0 on S and the homotopy h(x, t) = f(x) + t(fR(x) -f(x)) is 
nonzero on S as well. 
Now we consider the equation Au = 0. Let 
p(a) = Pon(a . x0) (12) 
regarded as a map of Rn into Ii”” and let Dn and 5P-l denote the unit ball and 
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sphere in I@, respectively. Since p(a) + 0 on P-l, the Brouwer degree, 
deg(p, 0, D1”) is defined and we get: 
THECREM 1. Let N and n satisf~~ (H.l)-(H.3). I f  deg(p, 0, 0”) j 0 then 
Au = 0 is solvable. Mope generally, ifn > m andp(u)/Jl p(u)11 has nontriviut stabk 
homotopy class, then Au = 0 is solvuble. 
Proof. By the definition of Leray-Schauder degree, (deg,,), deg(p, 0, D”) = 
deg,,(F, 0; D) (see [14]). But by Lemma 2, deg,s(F, 0, D) = degls(fR , 0, D) for 
R large enough. Thus if deg(p, 0, D”) f  0, degrs(f, , 0, D) + 0 andf,(lr) = 0 
is solvable and therefore so is Au = 0. 
Similarly if p has nontrivial stable homotopy class, F is essential (see [S]). Thus 
fR is also essential for R sufficiently large, implying that fa(~) = 0 is solvable 
and thus that A(U) = 0 is solvable as well. 
COROLLARY 1. I f  the h@ot?zeses of Theorem 1 ?zol& 921 = f  is solvuble ~ODF 
my f  E Y. 
Proof. As remarked initially, if N(u) satisfies (H.l), so does N(U) -J with 
the same limiting function R(U) and so the result follows from Theorem 1. 
CORCILLARY 2. Under the assumptions (H.l)-(H.3), iflz = m and (p(a), a:: > 0 
for all a E Sri-l, uhere (,> is the R” inner product, then An = f  is solvuble for an; 
fE IF. 
Proof. It is well known that (p( ) n , a> > 0 for all n E Sri-l implies 
deg(p, 0, 0“) f  0 (see, e.g., [14]). 
Next we present a result on the global structure of the nyapping A. We will be 
assuming thatL has index 0, i.e., n = m. First we need 
DEFISITICN. The singular set of A = {U E X: A is not a local homeomor- 
phism in a neighborhood of u}. 
The singular values of A are those points in the image under A of the singular 
set of A. 
Then we get 
THEOREM 2. Let E and n satisfy (H.I)-(H.3). Suppose deg(p, 0, 0”) = 0 
mod 2, then if A(U) = 0 has a solution u,, rwt ifz the singular set of A, it must huve 
at least one other solution. 
In fact, by Corollary 1 and Theorem 1, we have the following picture. 
THEOREM 3. If deg(p, 0, 0”) = 0, f  or any f, if f is not a sizgnlar sake of -4, 
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Au = f has either no solutions OY at least two sobtiom. If deg(p, 0, LP) is even, then 
Au = f  has at least two solutions for any f  which is not a singular value of A. 
Now if A is C’, it follows by a result of Smale [17], that the set of singular 
values of A is of the first category, so that Theorem 3 states that apart from a set 
of first category, AU = f has either no solutions or at least two solutions. 
Remark. The idea of Theorem 2 is found in [7] as well. However, due to the 
type of nonlinear growth considered here, we obtain a global result, Theorem 3, 
for all f in Y, while only a local result is possible in [7]. 
Proof of Tlzemenz 2. As in Theorem 1, if deg(p, 0, D”) = 0, mod 2, so is 
deg&f, , 0,D) for R large enough. Now if A(u,) = 0 with q, not in the singular 
set of ;4, then A is a local homeomorphism mapping some neighborhood of us, 
U(U,), into a neighborhood of 0. Thus for R > j/ ~1s /I, fR maps a neighborhood 
lJ(u,/R) of us/R t in o a neighborhood of 0 homeomorphically. Therefore the 
topological index of 0, deg,s(f, , 0, U(u,/R)) = 41 and by the basic properties 
of the degree (see [14]), there must be another point u, and neighborhood 
U(zl,) with degrsCfR , 0, U(ur)) # 0. Thus Au = 0 must have another solution. 
zs an even mapping, i.e., p(a) = p(-a), then the results of 
Th~~~~~~?~nd3 3 Jf;:. . 
Proof. If p is even, deg(p, 0, D”) = 0 mod 2 (see [14]). 
2. APPLICATION TO BOUNDARY \ALUE PROBLEMS 
Let G be a closed bounded domain in Rn with smooth boundary aG and let L 
be a linear partial differential operator of order m with smooth coefficients acting 
on real-valued functions u which satisfy boundary conditions Bu = 0 on aG. 
We will consider L as a mapping between Sobolev spaces 
X = {u: u E H,,,,(G), Bu = 0 on aG>, 
Y = {u: u E H,,,(G), Bu = 0 on aG>, 
where H,,,(G) is the completion of the Cm(G) functions in the norm 
We fix somep > n so that the Sobolev imbedding theorems imply that &JG) C 
C”,~(G), the Holder space of exponent a: and in particular 
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LZl = 0 in G, 
Bu = 0 on f?G. 
is a Fredholm map of X into Y of index 0. Sufficient conditions for this to hold 
have been studied carefully [15]. 
Let -f(t) be a C’ real valued function satisfying 
pJ’(tj = c, , 
(13) 
(14) 
with c1 and cg $: 0, and let g E Y. 
Then consider the equation 
Lu + f(u) = g- fW 
By the compactness of H,,,, in H,,, , f is easily seen to be a compact map of X 
into Y. 
We wish to apply the theory of Section 1. To that end we prove: 
LEMMA 3. As Rd co f(Ru)/R + n(u) in II u~~z~ormly on bozmdeed sets in X 
whe-re 
n(u) = cp' - cp-. (16) 
Proof For any u with (/ u /I m,9 < k, sup,,o \ u(x)\ < k’, but for any real 
number t with 1 t j < k’, f(Rt)/R -+ n(t) as R -+ ot), uniformly. Thus 
lIWW/Rl -- nWllo,z, - 0. 
Now let Ker L and Coker L be spanned by smooth functions 3 ,..., u, and 
*1 ,-.., wn 3 respectively, with, as before, for cz E Rpz, a . u = a,~, + ... + anun . 
We define a map of R” into Rn 
(p(u)>, = j, [Cl@2 . u)f - c,(a * uj-] Wf , (17) 
where (v>~ denotes the ith component of the vector v  and u-(x) = 
max(u(x), 0} z-(x) = max(--zc(x), O}. Assume 
PM f  0 for lal=l. (is) 
Then we have for c, , c, sufficiently smaI1, 
THEOREM 4. I f  deg (p, 0, Dn) + 0, then (15) is soh.zbZefor each p in P. 
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THEOREM 5. If deg(p, 0,o”) = 0, then ifg is not a singular value of L + f, 
(15) has eithm no solutions or at least two solutions. If  deg (p, 0, 0”) is even, then 
fig not a singular value of L + f, (15) ha-s at least tzuo solutions. 
Proof. These statements follow immediately from Theorems l-3 provided 
we show (H.I)-(H.3) are satisfied. Since we have already verified (H.l) in 
Lemma 1 and (H.3) is assumed to be true by (18), it remains to verify (H.2), 
i.e., that n satisfies a Lipschitz condition. But for any two real numbers a, 6 it is 
easy to check that 
and therefore 
We now give examples of cases where Theorems 4 and 5 hold. 
COROLLARY 4. Supposef and n are as above with f  sati@ing (13) and (14) and 
n defined by (16). Let 
Suppose 
(jY(a)ji = lG (a - u) wi dx. 
FTa> f  0 on ja[=l. 
(19) 
(20) 
Then. for I c, - c2 I su..ciently small, the conclusions of Theorem 4 hold and (15) is 
solvable for each g in Y. 
Proof of Corollary 4. We have by definitions (17) and (19) 
P(a) = CA4 + (cl - c2> +> 
where 
<r(a))i = Jo (a - u)- wi dx. 
Thus if j?(a) # 0 on P--l, for 1 c, - c2 j sufficiently smallp(a) # 0 on S-l and 
furthermore p(a) and p(a) are homotopic on P-l by the nonvanishing homotopy 
Nay 9 = p(a) + Wa> -PC a >> so that deg(p, 0, 0”) = deg@, 0,D”). But since 
$ is odd, deg(& 0, D”) # 0 and thus deg(p, 0, 0”) # 0 and Theorem 4 applies. 
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COROLLARY 5. Suppose c, and c2 are of opposite signs. Let (p*(a)), = 
so j a . u / zq dx. Assume 
P*(a) f  0 on s--l. 
Thmz for ( c1 + c, j sujjkiently small, the conclusions of Theorem 5 hold. 
(21) 
Proof. Sincep(a) = c,p*(a) - (cl + c2) r(a), as before, if j c, + cg 1 is small 
enough, deg(p, 0, D”) = deg(p*, 0, D’“). But p* is an even function. Thus 
deg(p*, 0, Dn) = 0 mod 2 and Theorem 5 applies. 
Nest we consider in a bit more detail the case where L is self-adjoint. Since 
Ker L = Coker L we have 
(p(a), a> = cl .C, [(a = u)+]~ + cg jG [(a = I+]~. 
Thus if 0 < c, < cz 
cl II a II2 < (p(a), ai < cg II a /Ii 
so that II p(a)ll 2 cl II a II- 
Consequently the Lipschitz conditions (a) and (c) become: 
ForsomeO < 6 < 1 
(4’ c2 IL-l II -=c 6, 
(4 C&l < (1 - S)jS, 
and we have 
COROLLARY 6. If 0 < cl < cg and c1 and c2 satisf?l (a)’ and (c)‘, (15) is 
solruble for each g in Y. 
Proof. Immediate by Theorem 4 since <p(a), a) > 0 implies deg(p, 0, D?%)FL--~ 
If cl < 0 < cg the estimates needed to apply Theorems 4 and 5 or Corollary 5 
must involve infl,i, jlp(a)jl, w ic is not directly calculable. h h 
3. APPLICATION TO ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
Consider the n-dimensional system of ordinary equations 
* = f (t, 4 + h(t), (22) 
where .x = (x1 ,..., &, f : R1 x R” -+ R” and h: R1 - R” are continuous in 
their arguments and periodic in t with period T. 
Let Y = (w: RI + R”, .x is continuous, and x(O) = x(T)} and let X be the 
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subspace of Y consisting of those functions which are C’ as well with 
II x I& = SJJP~~-[~,~I I 4Ol and II x IIx = II x Ilp + =qwo,ti I x’(t)l. 
Setting Lx = 2, L is Fredholm of index 0 as a map of X into Y and Ker L = 
CokerL = {constant functions} [16]. Let 
Px = (l/T) JOT x(t) dt. 
P is the projection onto both KerL and CokerL. 
To apply the theory of Section 1, we set 
N(x) = f(-7 4.1) 
and note that N is a compact map of X into Y since X is compact in 17. We 
assume 
(A) f (t, Ra)/R --f g(t, u) uniformly for t E [0, T] and a E R”, 1 a I < k; 
(B) I g(t, a) - g(t, b)l 9 c I a - b I for all t E [0, T] ; 
(C) if a is any n-vector with 1 u I = 1 
(l/T) fg(t, 4 dt 5 0. 
Then letting 
n(x) = g(., x(.)), 
it is clear that (A) implies N(Rx)/R --+ n(x) uniformly on bounded sets in X 
while (B) and (C) are equivalent to (H.2) and (H.3). 
Thus we have, with p(u) = (l/T) jig(t, u) dt, 
THEOREM 6. Assume that the Lipschitz constant c is su@iently small. Then if 
de&, O,W # 0, (22) is solwuble for each ++ in Y. If  deg(p, 0, LP) = 0 and (22) 
has some solution u not in the singular set of L + N then (22) has at least one other 
solution. 
Proof. Immediate by Theorems 1 and 2. 
COROLLARY 7. Suppose h(t) = 0 and f  (t, 0) = 0. Then if fz(t, 0) exists and 
deg(p, 0, D”) = 0 and 
ia? = f,Jt, 0)x (23) 
has no nontrivialperiodic solution of period T, 3i = f (t, x) has a nontrivial T-periodic 
solution. 
Proof. Since (L + N)(O) = 0 and (23) implies that L + N’(O) is invertible, 
0 is not in the singular set of L + N and by Theorem 6, (L + N)(u) = 0 must 
have at least one other solution. 
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